[Abdominal pain and bowel dysfunction: the diagnostic role of ultrasonography].
To evaluate the role of intestinal ultrasound (US) in differentiating organic from functional bowel disease. We examined with abdominal and intestinal US 313 consecutive outpatients presenting abdominal pain and bowel dysfunction, lasting more than 3 months, with no symptoms or signs of alarm and with no previous diagnosis of organic disease. Our population consisted of 191 women and 122 men, with average age at diagnosis of 36.5 years; 236 of these patients had irritable bowel syndrome, 61 Crohn's disease, and 16 ulcerative colitis. Intestinal wall thickness exceeding 7 mm was considered diagnostic for inflammatory bowel diseases. We compared US findings with the diagnosis made with the conventional diagnostic workup of radiological and endoscopic examinations. Sensitivity of intestinal US for diagnosis of inflammatory bowel diseases was 74% and specificity 98% (respectively 84% and 98% for the diagnosis of Crohn's disease and 38% and 98% for ulcerative colitis), and positive and negative predictive values were both 92%; efficacy was also 92%. The likelihood ratio was 35 if US was positive for inflammatory bowel diseases and 0.26 if bowel wall thickness was less than 7 mm. Diagnostic efficacy was 95% for Crohn's disease and 94% for ulcerative colitis. Intestinal US proved to be a valuable tool in diagnosing Crohn's disease. As the first step examination US can show the disease site and suggest further instrumental tests. In our experience intestinal US is an important diagnostic examination for the approach to young patients without symptoms or signs suggestive of organic diseases and can help avoid invasive instrumental examinations.